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Abstract 

Introduction: Reaction Time has been widely used as one of the measures of   mental chronometry since very long. 
Most of the work has been done with visual and auditory reaction time. Till now reaction time has never been measured 
by giving tactile stimuli. Hence we have designed a new device to provide different tactile stimuli and to simultaneously 
measure the time taken by the subject to respond to it. Probably for the first time in the history of mental chronometry 
Tactile Choice Reaction Time has been compared between males and females. Methods and Materials: The study was 
conducted among 53 male and 34 female healthy subjects who were between the age group of 18- 24 years. A new 
instrument has been designed by the author of this article to deliver tactile stimuli on the skin of the subject and to 
measure the reaction time for that particular sensory modality. Result: All the reaction times were found to be 
significantly faster in males than in females except for fine touch. For fine touch although the RT is faster in males but 
the difference is not statistically significant. Conclusion: Present study has reconfirmed the gender differences in case of 
tactile choice reaction time also. It is going to be really interesting with the use of this new device to find out the 
relationship of various Tactile Choice Reaction Times with these conditions.   
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Introduction 

Reaction Time is the interval between presentation of 
the stimulus and the subsequent behavioral response. 
The behavioral response is typically a button press but 
it can be vocal response or any other recognizable 
response of the subject. In general terms it involves 
both the central and the peripheral parts of the nervous 
system. Firstly the central nervous system has to 
recognize the stimulus relayed to it via peripheral 
nervous system and then decided response again travels 
via peripheral nerves to the effector organ, for example 
the fingers. The fingers then press a button to give a 
response. It can be considered as an indirect method of 
measuring processing ability of our brain [1]. 
 
The response time is the sum of reaction time plus the  
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time taken by the subject’s movement to show the 
response. Hence to measure the reaction time the 
experiment should be designed in such a way so as to 
minimize the movement time as much as possible. 
 
Types of reaction time [2-4]:  
 
1. Simple reaction time is the movement of the subject 
to the presence or absence of the stimulus. For example 
the subject may be asked to show a response to 
presence of a visual or auditory stimulus. Mean reaction 
times of young individuals is about 160 milli seconds 
for auditory and 190 milli seconds for visual stimuli 
[2,3]. 
 
2. Recognition reaction time is the response to the 
particular type of stimulus not to just presence or 
absence of it. For example presence of a particular type 
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of sound or particular color of light is responded to. 
3. Choice reaction time is comprised of differential 
response to a different stimulus. For example different 
button is pressed for different color of light. 
 
Clinical / Applied importance of Reaction Time 
measurement: There has been extensive research using 
reaction time and other measures of mental 
chronometry for the study of cognitive development. It 
has been shown to improve gradually with age as the 
child grows up, attains a plateau and then starts 
declining with senescence [4]. The speed of processing 
has been shown to be closely associated with working 
memory and thought [5]. 
 
There is a tendency for individuals with higher IQ to 
have faster reaction times. The strength of Reaction 
Time - IQ association has been shown to be (r= - 31) for 
simple reaction time and (r= - 49) for choice reaction 
time [6]. 
With the emergence of newer neuroimaging techniques 
like PET and fMRI Reaction Time is being used in 
imaging those parts of brain which are concerned with 
cognitive processes [7]. 
 
Recent research work indicate that probably signaling 
through dopamine pathway in tegmental area of the 
brain is involved in processing of the messages in 
reaction time. This has given us a tool in the form of 

dopaminergic pharmaceuticals to affect the individuals 
reaction time. 
 
On comparing simple auditory and visual reaction time 
it was found that ART (auditory reaction time) are faster 
than VRT (visual reaction time) [8,9]. This difference is 
most probably due to the faster conduction of auditory 
stimulus to the cortex taking almost 8-10 ms in 
comparison to visual stimuli which takes 10-20 ms. 
 
Till now reaction time has never been measured by 
giving a tactile stimuli. Hence we have designed a new 
device to provide different tactile stimuli and to 
simultaneously measure the time taken by the subject to 
respond to it. 

Materials and Methods  

The study was conducted among 53 male and 34 female 
healthy subjects who were between the age group of 18- 
24 years. Nature of the study was explained and 
informed consent was obtained from each of the 
subjects before their participation in the study. The 
protocol of the study was approved by the institutional 
ethical committee. A thorough history was collected and 
clinical examination was performed to rule out any 
neurological, psychiatric or any other diseases for all 
the subjects before intervention. Clinical characteristics 
are summarized in the table1. 

 
Table 1: Clinical Characteristics of the Subjects: 

No of Subjects Variables 
Age Body weight 

Males (53) 20.32 ± 2.41 54 ± 3.78 

Females (34) 19.89 ± 2.22 52 ± 4.27 

 

Devices: A new instrument has been designed by the author of this article to deliver a tactile stimuli on the skin of the 
subject and to measure the reaction time for that particular sensory modality. The whole instrument is comprised of 
following parts (Fig 1):  
1. Stimuli applicator device. 
2. Digital stop watch. 
3. A release button. 
4. Connections . 
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Stimuli applicator device: This device grossly looks like a big marker pen with a electric cable attached to its rear end. 
It is comprised of an outer and an inner barrel. The outer barrel is made of plastic and the inner barrel is a small test tube 
with a cap. The inner barrel has various modifications to apply fine touch, crude touch, hot, cold or vibration stimuli. The 
outer barrel remains same for all these modifications. 
 
The Connection between outer and inner barrel: once inserted into the outer barrel, a spring system continuously 
pushes the inner barrel downwards, but the inner barrel is prevented from coming out by a latch system. When the tip of 
the test tube (the inner barrel) is touched to the skin of the subject, it gets pushed inside this completes the ‘on’ circuit of 
the stop watch and the time starts running in it. 
 
Modifications of Inner Barrel: 
For Fine Touch: a conical aluminum attachment in glued to the tip of the inner barrel tip (test tube tip).  
For Crude Touch: unmodified base of inner tube (test tube) serves to provide crude touch. 
For Vibration: A battery operated mobile phone vibrator is attached to the inner cavity of the inner tube (test tube). It's 
on off switch is provided of the console. When put on it vibrates the inner barrel at a frequency between 130 - 200 hertz. 
This vibrating tip of inner barrel is used to provide sense of vibration on the bony prominences of the subject. 
 
For Hot Sensation: the inner barrel is filled with warm water, its cap is closed and it is placed into the outer barrel. Its tip 
is now used to deliver warm stimuli to the subject. 
 
For Cold Sensation: the inner barrel (test tube) is filled with cold water capped, placed into outer barrel and used to 
apply cold sensation. 
 
Digital Stop Watch: it is fitted on a console and has got two circuits. One is ‘on’ circuit which gets completed as soon as 
the tip of the stimuli applicator is touched to the skin of the subject. Other circuit is ‘off’ circuit which gets completed as 
soon as the subject releases pressure from the release button. This stops the time in the stop watch which can be recorded 
as the reaction time of the subject for that stimuli. 
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Release Button: is a specially designed button to minimize the movement time. It is kept pressed by the subject when he 
is ready to receive the stimulus. As the stimulus is applied on the subjects body, the subject recognizes it and if he decides 
to respond to it, he releases pressure from the button. This makes the ‘off’ circuit of the stop watch and the time stops 
running in it. This enables us to minimize the wastage of time in making the movement to show a response. In many of 
the conventional machines the person has to reach up to a button and press it so as to register his response. In our 
instrument these two stages are cut off, this helps in getting a prompt reaction time response.  
 
Connections: the only cable visible outside is the one connecting stimulus applicator to the console which harbors the 
stop watch and the release button.  
 
Mechanism of operation of the instrument: when the tip of the inner barrel is used to deliver stimulus to the subject, it 
moves up into the outer barrel. This movement completes the ‘on’ circuit of the stop watch and it starts running. As the 
subject feels the sensation he or she releases the release button which was kept pressed by him earlier. This release of the 
release button makes the ‘off’ circuit of the stop watch and the time in the watch stops. This is the duration of reaction 
time of that subject for that modality.  
 
The Zero Error of The Device: As it can be appreciated from the design of the stimulus applicator device a very slight 
gap is present between the electric points of inner and outer barrels. This gap can be adjusted with the help of a screw 
system. When the tactile stimulus is delivered by the device, the inner barrel moves in and both the electrical points come 
close to each other thus making the 'on' circuit of the stop watch. Depending upon the distance between the two electrical 
points some time is taken by these two points to touch each other. This time can be calculated by making a small 
modification in the device itself. Once calculated it should be subtracted from the final reading of the stopwatch. This 
should be regarded as the zero error of the device.  

Results  

Tactile reaction times were measured and compared for the first time in healthy males and females of age group 18 - 24 
years. All the reaction times were found to be significantly faster in males than in females except for fine touch. For fine 
touch although the RT is faster in males but the difference is not statistically significant, as shown in Table 2.  
 
Table 2: Gender differences in different Tactile Choice Reaction Time Values: 

Reaction Time for different tactile 
Sensory modalities 

Male RT(ms) Female RT(ms) P value 

Touch  271 ± 12.53 306.33 ± 23.63 0.08 

Pressure 283 ± 13 313 ± 12.34 0.042 

Vibration 289.67 ± 19.43 337 ± 19.08 0.039 

Cold 211 ± 19 259.33 ± 22 0.0451 

Hot  137.67 ± 35.84 216.33 ± 33.32 0.0496 

 

Discussion  

The Tactile Reaction Time has probably been done for 
the first time in the long history of experimentation with 
different methods of mental chronometry. The findings 
of our study have reconfirmed the fact that males have 
faster reaction times than females [10-14]. The 
difference between males and females have been found 
due mostly to the time required for the processing of the 
stimulus, as the response time by the musculoskeletal 
system is almost similar in both of them [15], although  

 
 
 
the male responses are more powerful [16]. One more 
possibility lies in the difference in the physical activity 
between males and females. It is a well documented fact 
that individuals engaged in physical activity like 
different sports tend to have shorter reaction times 
[4,17-23].The results of the preliminary run of the 
device have been done of very small group of subjects 
hence it would be rather too optimistic to draw final 
conclusion from this study. Although the results are in 
conformity with so many studies done in the past which 
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have shown the influence of gender on RT in almost 
every age group.  

Conclusion 

Till now probably hundreds of studies have been done 
with visual and auditory reaction time machines. 
Hundreds of factors and conditions have been found to 
affect Reaction Times including gender and age 
differences. Recently its has been found to get affected 
in so many neurological diseases like Alzheimer and 
other degenerative and age related diseases. Present 
study has reconfirmed the gender differences in case of 
tactile choice reaction time also. It is going to be really 
interesting with the use of this new machine to find out 
the relationship of various Tactile Choice Reaction 
Times with these conditions.  
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